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ABSTRACT

The dynamic environment that a spacecraft will experience during a launch is unknown until a full
coupled loads analysis (CLA) has been performed by the launch vehicle contractor. By the time this has
been done, the small satellite provider might not have time to mitigate problem areas by redesigning
component mounts or alternatively installing isolating mounts. Unmitigated loads issues could increase
the risk of failure of not only a component, but of the entire mission. This current process of mission
planning is costly and inefficient. A better approach is to have coupled loads analysis data available for
real spacecraft of various sizes on multiple launch vehicles in order to know what the expected
environment will be for a particular spacecraft and launch vehicle combination. To further ensure that any
unknown vehicle loads will not be detrimental to the spacecraft, the installation of a SoftRide wholespacecraft isolation system can reduce the transmitted loads. This is the approach currently under study
for the Office of Responsive Space (ORS) by CSA Engineering whereby many small spacecraft (less than
1500 lbs) are being analyzed on five separate launch vehicles and key spacecraft responses are being
tracked. These responses will drive the creation of a small set of SoftRide “sizes” which can be premanufactured and stored on-the-shelf in anticipation of any upcoming launch. A software tool will be able
to identify the expected loads on the spacecraft and the correct size SoftRide for the mission when a user
enters information about the payload into a database which contains results from the entire set of generic
payload analyses. This analysis and implementation methodology is being developed for ORS to help
their need for a quick satellite launch aboard any available launch vehicle (LV) with only a few weeks
notification. ORS’s needs can be a benefit to all small payloads because of the large loads database which
can provide insight into a launch vehicle’s environment (using SoftRide) for spacecraft design purposes.
There are two major structure-related hurdles in today’s
state of the art method of launching spacecraft that can
be devastating to the launch schedule. These are:
1.
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The current conventional coupled
analysis (CLA) process is very lengthy

2.

loads

Structural problems identified by CLA are
very time-consuming to redesign, rebuild, and
retest

CSA is currently under contract to ORS to devise a
method to overcome these hurdles and the outcome of
this contract can also be beneficial to the small satellite
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community which also intends to launch aboard the
same launch vehicles. In this effort, CSA is currently:
1.

Replacing the current conventional CLA with
an innovative spacecraft loads analysis method
that relies upon a large, readily-available
“generic” database of coupled loads analyses.

2.

Investigating the use of SoftRide wholespacecraft launch isolators that have been
proven in flight many times to mitigate
spacecraft launch loads.

allows for quick evaluation of spacecraft responses for
the proposed launch. This Launch Load Analysis and
Mitigation Software tool, functionally depicted in
Figure 1, would take mission-specific spacecraft
parameters such as weight, center of gravity (CG)
height, and bending frequency along with the launch
vehicle designation as inputs. Within the heart of the
software would be a launch load mitigation database
that contains a great deal of coupled loads analysis
information about many combinations of spacecraft,
launch vehicles, and dynamic loading cases.
Discussion about the generation of this database
follows later in this paper. Also embedded within the
software will be data and information about launch
vehicles and SoftRide isolation systems. The outputs of
the software will be extremely useful mission-specific
information for the spacecraft designers including
which SoftRide system to use (which will already be on
the shelf), a mathematical model of that SoftRide
system for use in spacecraft analysis, and also baseshake dynamic loads for use in shaker-table testing
and/or analysis of the spacecraft.
All of this
information would be immediately available once the
required inputs have been entered.

The current state of the art is that for each proposed
launch of a satellite, the approach to loads analysis is to
build detailed finite element models of the spacecraft
and integrate these with existing models of the launch
vehicle. This model integration process can be lengthy
due to the inherent complexity of launch vehicle
models, ever-changing and evolving spacecraft models,
and bureaucratic tangles between the launch vehicle,
spacecraft, and government organizations that are timeproven to slow the process to a crawl. Then, once the
models are integrated, coupled loads analysis (CLA) is
performed using a large set of dynamic load cases for
various flight events that occur during the trip to orbit.
The number of load cases varies from vehicle to
vehicle, but can be as few as 2 or 3 and as many as 30
to 35 cases. For each load case, all of the response
loads on the spacecraft and its components are
recovered and scrutinized to ensure that the spacecraft
and components will survive the short duration to orbit
and function as designed once in orbit. The process of
running this many load cases, extracting all of the
output, checking the work, and preparing reports is not
accessible to any small payload designers in the design
phase of a satellite when loads information like this is
most critical. Furthermore, it might be more time
consuming and costly to redundantly redesign, rebuild,
and retest components once the payload has been
manifested and the LV contractor performs an initial
CLA. In other words, any launch problems highlighted
by the current and conventional coupled loads analysis
process could be too late for corrective action in a costeffective and timely manner.

SoftRide Isolator
Selected for Mission
Mission-Specific
Spacecraft Parameters
(Weight, CG,
Frequencies,
Other)

Launch Load
Mitigation Database

Launch Vehicle
Designation

Contains Embedded
Information on
Launch Vehicles
And SoftRide

Base-Shake
Dynamic Loads
Provided for Test
and/or Analysis

SoftRide Isolator
Math Model
Provided

Figure 1 ORS launch load analysis and mitigation
software tool

SoftRide Vibration Isolation Systems
Typical vibration isolation systems work by being
placed in-between a base structure (a launch vehicle,
for example) and the payload. The isolator has low
relative stiffness as compared to the base and payload,
and some degree of structural damping. The stiffness of
the isolator is tuned so that the frequency of vibration of
the supported payload on the isolator is a specified
value (this is the isolation frequency). Damping in the
isolator reduces the amplitude of the payload’s response
at the isolation frequency when the system is under
external excitation. The isolator must allow relative
motion between the vibrating base structure and the
payload at the isolation frequency, which is referred to
as the isolator stroke.

A far-superior proposed approach which CSA is
investigating for ORS to expediently address structurerelated loads and dynamics issues includes (a) an
innovative streamlined spacecraft loads analysis
method, and (b) standard use of SoftRide wholespacecraft vibration isolation. Any spacecraft could be
quickly analyzed for launch loads without doing a
mission-specific CLA for that spacecraft but instead a
spacecraft designer could utilize a software tool that
Johal

Launch Load
Analysis and
Mitigation Software
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Because the spacecraft is a major structural component
of the launch vehicle/spacecraft dynamic system,
variations in the isolation frequencies greatly affect the
dynamics of the launch vehicle/spacecraft system. Any
unpredicted changes in the dynamics could have an
adverse effect on the control system of the launch
vehicle and cause instability and thereby loss of the
mission. Therefore, the stiffness properties of the
isolation system must be predictable for the duration of
the flight. This requires a linear isolation system under
all load cases, including preloads from 2g’s tensile
acceleration to 6g’s compressive acceleration of the
launch vehicle. This eliminates using an elastomeric
material (i.e., rubber mounts) as the stiffness
component of the isolation system since its
characteristics are non-linear. Owners of spacecraft,
whether they are building relatively inexpensive
university satellites or ones which cost tens to hundreds
of millions of dollars, demand a metallic connection
between the spacecraft and the launch vehicle. This
connection, which is the SoftRide system, must be failsafe, must be able to handle the deflections due to the
sum of the dynamic and quasi-static acceleration loads
of the spacecraft without yielding, and must be of
minimal height (reduces payload volume) and weight
(reduces payload weight).

Some of the typical design constraints are weight,
volume, and strength. Two other major constraints on
the design of the isolation systems are to not introduce
excessive spacecraft to fairing relative displacement
and to not introduce modes that are too low in
frequency or high in amplitude such that they interfere
with the LV attitude control system.
Table 1 summarizes SoftRide’s flight history in past
and current systems. Each system was specifically
designed for that mission through the use of CLA and
design iterations to minimize critical responses on
select components of the payload.
The isolation system hardware design is elegant in its
simplicity, which ultimately plays a great part in its
acceptance by both the spacecraft and launch vehicle
manufacturers. The SoftRide isolation systems are
simply inserted at an existing field joint. No flight
hardware changes are required. In the end, the choice to
fly these isolation systems proved to be a tremendous
risk-reduction for the spacecraft by drastically
increasing the spacecraft margins. Because of the
success of these prior flights, several upcoming
missions are using these SoftRide systems.
Table 1 Past and Current SoftRide Programs

On expendable launch vehicles, spacecraft are typically
attached to the launch vehicle at their base with a clamp
band separation system. The location of the SoftRide
system has typically been aft of the separation system at
the launch vehicle interface plane. SoftRide could also
be located forward of the separation system thereby
protecting the spacecraft from the shock caused by the
separation system.
Passive Whole-Spacecraft
Systems

Vibration
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Isolation

The SoftRide vibration isolation systems seek to reduce
dynamic loads on a payload by blocking the
transmission of dynamic loads present in a base
structure to which the payload is attached. These
systems are intended to attenuate low-frequency launch
vibration loads from about 20 Hz and higher. The
design of classical vibration isolation systems typically
assumes that the base is rigid and the isolated payload
has dynamics only well above the isolation frequency.
Contrary to this, the design of a SoftRide system must
be designed with full knowledge that the structures on
either side of the isolation system, namely the launch
vehicle and the spacecraft, are both very rich in
dynamics. This necessitates that the SoftRide system
must be approached from the perspective of systemlevel dynamics.
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Launch Vehicle

Spacecraft

Taurus
Taurus
Taurus
Taurus
Minotaur 1
Minotaur 1
Minotaur 1
Minotaur 1
Minotaur 1
Pegasus
Terrier / Orien
Terrier / Orien
Atlas V
Delta II
Pegasus
Delta IV Heavy
Taurus
Minotaur 1
Delta II
Delta IV Heavy
Minotaur 4
Taurus
EELV
Ares 1
Minotaur 1
Falcon 1

GFO (Navy)
STEX (NRO)
MTI (DOE)
QuikTOMS (NASA) & OrbView4 (Comm)

Status

JawSat (Air Force)
MightySat (Air Force)
XSS-11 (Air Force)
Cosmic (Air Force)
TacSat-2 (Air Force)
AIM (NASA)
Valpe 1 (Air Force)
Valpe 2 (Air Force)
STP1 - FalconSat 3 (Air Force)
OSTM (NASA)
IBEX (NASA)
NROL-26 (NRO)
OCO (NASA)
TacSat-3 (Air Force)
WISE (NASA)
NROL-32 (NRO)
TacSat-4 (Air Force)
Glory (NASA)
DSX (Air Force)
Upper Stage + CEV (NASA)
ORS-Sat1
RazakSat

Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Launched
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current
Current

SoftRide for Small Satellites
CSA recommends using a SoftRide OmniFlex system,
as shown in Figure 2, for all small satellite missions.
This is a system of 60 individual OmniFlex isolators,
one per interface bolt. The SoftRide OmniFlex has the
key characteristic of providing vibration and shock
3
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isolation for
f the spaceccraft in multiiple axes. The
T
isolators have
h
flexibility
y and damping in all directioons
and will provide
p
a verry soft ride to
t orbit for the
t
spacecraft..

CSA has a large librrary of spacecrraft dynamic models
m
f the proposeed approach. These
which can be used for
spacecrraft have varyying propertiess such as masss, CG
height, moments off inertia, firstt significant modal
frequenncies, and placcement of speccialized compoonents.
Since there
t
is no singgle standard foor spacecraft design,
d
each iteem can vary drramatically in the
t above propperties.
The plaan is for CSA to select actuaal spacecraft models
m
from thhe library havinng a mass of appproximately 450
4 kg
(992 lbb). These spaceecraft will be inncorporated onnto the
variouss launch vehiclles and analyzeed using CLA. Each
spacecrraft will underrgo a variancee analysis, in which
it’s maass and stiffnesss will be increeased and decrreased
by som
me percentage to
t evaluate thee effects of chaanging
mass annd frequency on
o loads and isoolation perform
mance.
Therefoore, each spaceecraft selected will be used several
s
times inn analysis, each time with a different
d
scaledd mass
or stiffnness.

SoftRide System of 60 Isola
ators
SofftRide OmniFlex

Pa
atent # 7,249,756
Aw
warded July 31, 2007

Figure 2 SoftRide OmniFlex whoole-spacecraftt
isolattion system
The missioon-specific So
oftRide system
m selected by the
t
software will
w be selected
d from a pre-ddetermined list of
three or four OmniFlex isolator
i
sizes, shown
s
notionaally
ns K1, K2, K3, and K4. Theese
in Figure 3 by the region
sizes will be determin
ned after runnning all of the
t
d loads analyses and identifyiing
combinatioons of coupled
characterisstics to define these
t
isolator systems.
s
Isolator
sizes can be
b based on spaacecraft weightt, CG height, or
o a
combinatioon of both or some other charracteristics yett to
be determiined. It is enviisioned that thee series of fourr or
five standaard isolator siizes can be deeveloped, testeed,
fabricated, and stored to be ready at a moment’s notiice
ons. In ordeer to have theese
for use onn ORS missio
isolation systems
s
on thee shelf and reeady for a quiick
launch, a large database of knowledge has to be creatted
beforehandd to help selectt an appropriatee size isolator for
f
the payload being con
nsidered. CSA
A is proposiing
t
database of knowledgge based on a
creating this
selection of various spacecraft, vaarious SoftRiide
l
vehicles
systems, and using the actual launch
he research forr ORS will bee a
consideredd for ORS. Th
benefit to the
t small satelllite communityy.

Figuure 4 Launch vehicles conssidered for ORS
launches
The lauunch vehicles proposed
p
for use for ORS miissions
are the Taurus, Pegassus, Minotaur I, Minotaur IV
V, and
a
Falcon I. These are shown in Figuure 4. CSA already
used alll of these moddels and pertinnent load cases. Each
of thesse launch vehhicles has a common spaccecraft
interfacce of 60 boolts evenly-spaced on a 38.81”
3
diameteer bolt circle. A key elemennt to the launch load
analysiis and mitigattion approach is to include, as a
standarrd in all OR
RS launches, a SoftRide wholew
spacecrraft launch isoolation system which can allleviate
launch loads and alsso help protectt against unforreseen
mary of these vehicles to bee used
load evvents. A summ
and thee typical dynam
mic launch loaad events is lissted in
Table 2.
2
Each of
o these vehiicles has its own charactteristic
dynamiic launch loadds, all of which are familiaar and
have beeen analyzed by
b CSA.

Figure 3 Notional concept of SofttRide selectionn
Johal
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Table 2 Launch Veh
hicles and Typical Dynamic
Load
ding Events

Launch Veh
hicle
Dynamic Load
L
Cases

Spac
cecraft Models
+
Varia
ance Analysis

Launch
Vehicle

Typical Dynamic
D
Launcch Load Events

Taurus

Liftoff, Reesonant burn (17 cases), 3rd
stage ignittion, Buffet, Gust,
G
Transonnic,
Supersonic

Multiple
Coupled Loads
Analyses

Pegasus

Captive-carrry, Drop trannsient, 3rd staage
ignition

Launch Load
Miitigation Databas
se

Minotaur I

n
Liftoff, 2nd
stage igniition, 3rd staage
ignition, Trransonic, Superrsonic
nd
n

rd

Minotaur
IV

Liftoff, 2
stage igniition, 3
ignition, Reesonant Burn

Falcon 1

Liftoff, Bu
uffet, Gust, ME
ECO, SECO, 2nd
stage ignitio
on

Launc
ch Vehicle
Dynam
mic Models

SoftRide Is
solator
Mode
els

Figuure 5 Process for generatioon of launch looad
mitiigation databaase
An exaample of typical output froom a coupled loads
analysiis of a spacecraft is shown in Figure 6. CLA
produces an immennse amount of
o output (suuch as
mponents, dissplacements of
o bus
accelerrations of com
cornerss, interface loads between strructures, etc, …)
… and
the sortted peak plot is
i an efficient way to look at
a peak
responsses of many spacecraft
s
com
mponents for various
v
output and for various isolator sizzes. In this tyype of
plot, thhe hard-mountted responses for the compoonents
(shownn in red) aree sorted in ascending
a
ordder of
magnituude. The peakk responses witth a SoftRide system
s
in placce (shown in blue) are indexed using thhe sort
order from
f
the hard--mounted set of responses. This
ensuress that the curves on the plotss are consistennt with
each otther. This is thhe type of infoormation that will
w be
used too create the lauunch load mitiigation databasse and
is repreesentative of the
t informatioon on secondaary (or
internal) structures which
w
is typicaally not containned in
l
the payyload planner’’s guides written by most launch
vehiclee contractors.

staage

The overalll plan is to tak
ke each of the spacecraft (all of
various weeights, CG heig
ghts, and dynaamic content) and
a
run coupleed loads analyssis on every veehicle both harrdmounted and
a isolated with
w
a SoftRide system. Eaach
spacecraft’’s mass and stiiffness will AL
LSO be varied by
10 – 20% and analyzed. This will bee done for maany
o. This proceess is graphicaally
dynamic looad cases also
illustrated in Figure 5. The resultannt product of the
t
a
will bee a Launch Looad
multiple cooupled loads analyses
Mitigation Database. This
T
database will contain the
t
s
responses on eaach
knowledgee of typical spacecraft
launch veehicle for varrious spacecraaft weight, CG
C
height, annd frequenciees.
The tootal number of
combinatioons of launcch vehicles, spacecraft, and
a
dynamic looad cases is im
mmense and a subset
s
of the tootal
will be judiciously selected to represent all
LA
combinatioons. The resultting data from all of these CL
runs will be processed
d and used to
t select whiich
m is to be usedd for any speciific
SoftRide issolation system
launch vehhicle and satelliite combinationn.

Figuure 6 Sorted peak
p
plot showing spacecrraft
responses (hhard mount annd isolated)
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Any single spacecraft’s responses may be vastly
different depending upon which launch vehicle will
launch it. A spacecraft that was designed for one
launch vehicle may be greatly under-designed for
another launch vehicle and this could cause failures.
For any satellite launch to be successful, the
components and mounts have to be robust enough to
handle all of the loads imparted to them during launch.
Without advanced knowledge of the typical component
responses from detailed CLA, the ultimate environment
might be very harsh for which the spacecraft was not
considered during the early design phase when loads
issues could have been mitigated. The launch load
analysis and mitigation software tool will quickly
provide a recommended SoftRide isolation system,
isolator models, and expected worst-case base-shake
dynamic loads which can quickly be used to evaluate
the spacecraft’s response loads with the isolation
system in place. This may not be an optimized
SoftRide system, but it is expected to solve all the
components’ and the spacecraft’s loads problems and
enable a quick, off-the-shelf selection of a whole
spacecraft isolator and a quick turnaround for launch.

The information in the Launch Loads Mitigation
Database should be more informative to the satellite
community for secondary structures over what is
currently published in any of the LV’s payload
planner’s guides.
For all of the missions flown to date, the patented
SoftRide UniFlex, MultiFlex, and OmniFlex wholespacecraft vibration and shock isolation systems have
proved to be a very effective means of reducing
spacecraft responses due to the broadband structureborn launch environment.

The base-shake dynamic loads which come from the
software tool will be launch vehicle specific and can
consist of frequency domain random vibration inputs,
sine vibration inputs, or transient inputs. These loads
will be based on the particular launch vehicle’s known
environment, but modified based on the particular
SoftRide selection. This new random input will be
defined as the input at the launch vehicle interface
which can then be used either for analysis of the entire
payload model which includes any additional late-stage
components (and the selected SoftRide) or random
vibration testing of the payload when tested with
SoftRide.
Conclusion
There is a need to reduce launch loads on spacecraft so
that entire spacecraft or specialized components can be
integrated much more rapidly in order to enable
Operationally Responsive Space. The proposed solution
to this problem for ORS can also be a benefit to other
non-ORS small payloads due to having advanced
knowledge of potential loads issues and also further
reducing risk of failure by integrating a SoftRide
system as a means of reducing the transmission of
vibration and shock from a launch vehicle for which the
payload might not have been designed. A softer ride to
orbit will allow more sensitive equipment to be
included late in the mission schedule, reduce risk of
equipment or component failure, and possibly allow the
mass of the spacecraft bus to be reduced.
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